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President’s Update 
Welcome to the fourth annual newsletter of the Australian 
Alpine Snowsports History Association (AASHA). 

My report will be brief. 2020 has been and continues to be 
a very unusual year. The coronavirus that caused the 
postponement of our annual conference continues to 
dominate world news and affect pretty much every aspect 
of our lives. 

In my email to you all in April regarding the postponement 
of the 2020 Conference, it was suggested we would be 
rescheduling to a similar timeframe in 2021. This now seems unlikely due to 
the persistence of the pandemic and the unlikelihood of a vaccine being freely 
available by April. Karen will give an update on the latest thinking re dates.  

Now for some good news. Interest in our group grows. In last year’s issue I 
reported that our Facebook Group had 140 members. We have grown to 218 
members. There have been a number of people posting which has provided 
interest. I would particularly like to thank Graeme Holloway who has 
regularly provided posts throughout the year and co-administers our page. 

The Committee, having not meet since early in the year due to the 
postponement of the conference, remains as it was:  
 
President:              Genevieve Fahey, NAMA Mt Buller 
Immediate Past President:  Alan Fredericks, Thredbo HS 
Secretary:              Chris Brangwin, Perisher HS 
Members:             Karen Smythe, Falls Creek HS 

          Jason Nightingale, NAMA Mt Hotham 
          Michael Wadsley, Ski Club of Tasmania 
          Jamie Lawrence, Northern Tas Alpine Club 
          Ric Coate, Disabled Wintersport Australia  
          Graeme Holloway, Thredbo Historical Soc. 

Peter Southwell-Keely, Perisher –     
Observer Perisher HS 

This newsletter is the highlight for 2020 showing that AASHA has not 
succumbed and is alive and well. I sincerely hope we will be in a different 
situation in 2021 for next year’s edition. 

I would like to thank Alan and Jeanie Watson once again for taking on the 
task of producing the newsletter. It is much appreciated. 

Happy reading. 

Genevieve Fahey – President 
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Thredbo Historical Society 
2020 has been a year of uncertainty throughout. In mid-March we held a meeting to set out our 
plans for the season and particularly the three annual social functions. Within three days we had to 
cancel the functions due to the introduction of the Covid-19 restrictions. 

Whilst the ski fields opened one week late in mid-June there were restrictions on numbers on the 
slopes that saw pre-sold lift tickets limited to 50% of last year’s actual numbers. Ski lifts ceased to 
operate in mid-September. 

Our Thredbo Alpine Museum endeavoured to open 1pm to 5pm on Wednesdays and weekends only 
during winter. Even this modest target was difficult to achieve with local volunteers committed to 
their own businesses and roles under the Covid rules. Plus, many of our Sydney and Canberra based 
members who generally help out in the high season – were not travelling this year to their clubs or 
the ski fields. Accordingly, visitation numbers have been down more than half. Our income from 
book and DVD sales plus donations are all down some 50%.  

All of this, on top of being closed in January owing to the 
National Parks closing due to bushfires.  

We were excited to see the opening of the first 8-seat 
Gondola on a ski field in Australia which now operates in 
place of the old Merritts chairlift. Late last year we were 
delighted to receive a donation of $12,300 from resort 
operators Kosciuszko Thredbo Pty Ltd. This was from the 
proceeds of their “silent auction” of the 120 chairs from the 
disbanded Merritts chairlift. 

Earlier this year we were approached by Ondre Bohac, the 
Deputy Head of Mission of the Czech Embassy in Canberra 
to assist them in recognising and promoting the strong 
Czech connection in the development of Thredbo. This to be 
accomplished through a weekend of activities including a 
cocktail function. Czech Tony Sponar, one of Thredbo’s 
founders was born 100 years ago in 1920. Again, Covid 
quickly deferred this activity, which is now planned to run in 
June 2021. 

During the year we determined to engage a Canberra based 
Museum Exhibition specialist – Thylacine Pty Ltd – to review 
the presentation of our museum collection. They led a one-
day September workshop for our Committee and produced a 
final report with recommendations for the Committee to 
consider.  

Alan Fredericks – THS President 

Thredbo Special Report — Frank Prihoda 
Australia’s oldest living Olympian now aged 99 years, Frank Prihoda arrived in Melbourne in 1950 
from his native country, Czechoslovakia in 1949 when he escaped from the Russian 
influenced Putsch, by skiing at night to avoid armed border guards, through a forest and across a 
frozen lake from Bohemia to Austria where he was obliged to spend a night in the border police 
station lockup en route to St Anton am Arlberg. That winter in St Anton where his sister Czech 
Winter Olympian Sascha Nekvapil was training, Frank and Tony Sponar operated the first ski lift in 
St Christoph, prior to emigrating to Australia. 

QUICK QUIZ  

 
 

1. Name the highest 
mountain in each 
Australian state and 
mainland territory. 

2. What is the highest 
mountain in any 
Australian territory?  

Answers on page 10. 
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Once in Melbourne 
Frank found 
employment making 
artificial flowers – a 
skill he had acquired in 
his family business in 
Prague. On weekends 
in 1951 his abilities on 
skis shone on the 
slopes of Mt Buller 
where he made friends 
with members of the 
Melbourne University 
Ski Club, and he began 
informal coaching. By 
1956 he was an 
Australian alpine team 
member at the Winter 
Olympics held in 
Cortina d’Ampezzo. 

Ondre Bohac (left), Czech Embassy Canberra, with Frank Prihoda (right) – Australia’s oldest living Olympian  

Frank became involved in ski race administration and he was chairman of the Race Committee of 
the Victorian Ski Association. A role which involved organising races at Mt Buller, setting courses, 
gates, marshalling volunteers, time keepers and radio communications. From there he was elected 
President of the Victorian Ski Racing Association for two or three years. 

In 1974 Frank moved to Thredbo 
where he opened up a souvenir 
shop which he operated until his 
retirement in the early 1990s. 
However his love of ski racing 
continued through Masters’ ski 
racing until his 90th birthday when 
he held a special celebratory ski 
race so he could ski immediately 
after the course opener. 

Kosciusko Thredbo honoured Frank 
on his 99th birthday in July this 
year by naming a Crackenback ski 
run to be known as “Frank’s Face”. 
Accessed from Karel’s lift, it is 
adjacent to the popular Sasha’s 
Run.  

Since the establishment of the 
Thredbo Historical Society in 1996, 
Frank became a life member of the 
organisation and he has played an important role in the running of the Thredbo’s Alpine Museum 
and devoting much of his time to staffing it.  

Frank is an inaugural member of AASHA having attended its formation meeting at Mt Buller in 2014. 
 
Christina Webb –Thredbo Alpine Museum Administrator 

 

 

 

Stuart Diver Thredbo GM (left) with Frank Prihoda at the unveiling of the 
new Merritts 8 seat Gondola 
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Perisher Historical Society  
 
No doubt all of our constituent societies have experienced a similar year, one of cancellations and 
lost opportunities. In the case of PHS we have had at least one highlight, the publication of Donald 
Johnston’s book ‘Hotel Kosciusko – The history and legacy of Australia’s first planned alpine resort’. 
Donald has accumulated the most wonderful collection of photos and stories associated with the 
Hotel and it is highly recommended. 

PHS had to cancel its pre-season drinks, annual dinner and ‘Hello in the Snow’, our annual mid-
season gathering at Perisher. 

PHS does not have a physical museum for display of objects and is unlikely to get one in the near 
future. Consequently, our website is our virtual museum and we have been updating it to provide all 
of the information that would normally be displayed physically. It is a big project but we are making 
good progress. 

We trust 2021 will be a more normal year for us all and that we may return to our regular schedule. 

Peter Southwell-Keely – Vice-President, Perisher Historical Society 
 
 

Falls Creek Historical Society 
 
To say the least, 2020 has been a strange year. 

Since the last update in November, we have had bushfires and of course Covid-19. The museum 
was ready to open during Winter 2020 with our volunteers having undergone Covid training, our 
Covid safe plan was submitted to resort management and a deep clean of the museum was 
undertaken. However, we opened for a whole 2 days before the resort was closed. 

The low point for us was the cancelling of the AASHA Conference for 2020. We made the 
call early and we were thankful that we did. The great news is that we have now 
rescheduled for 12–14 November 2021. In consultation with the Chair of AASHA, we have 
decided that April 2021 may still be difficult for large crowds to gather. We are hopeful 
that we will see everyone at Falls Creek under Covid normal conditions.  

Something we have to look forward to is the recent completion of the new Environmental, Art and 
Heritage trail. The newest trail in Falls Creek takes visitors around the village, on to the aqueduct 

WANTED 
1973, 1990 and 1995 editions of the  

Australian Ski Book 
Thredbo Historical Society would like to complete its collection of Ski Year Books dating from 

1928 to 1997. If you can help, please contact Chrissi Webb, Thredbo Alpine Museum 
Administrator, on email chrissi.wikner@outlook.com. 
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and out to the lake. Waypoints along the way are signposted with a beautiful Bogong moth, 
designed by local artist, Tamara Murray (see image below).  

 

The walk is now complete and will be launched in Spring of 2020, 
it was postponed from Jan this year due to bushfires and Covid. 
Supported by the Wettenhall trust, the Environmental Interest 
Group, a grant from the The Public Records Office, Huski, Astra 
and the Falls Creek Alpine Association. We will continue to look for 
further projects like this that allows us to contribute to the 
community with the assistance of the community.  

2020 has been a tough year for museums and Historical Societies. 
We have used the time to learn more about social media and its 
impact and with the assistance of one of our new committee 
members have made great in roads into the social media scene.  

We don’t really know what the future holds for us in Victoria as we 
wait for the next phase of restrictions to lift but we continue to 
look for opportunities with grants and continue to keep in touch 
with our supporters via our social media channels.  

Bring on 2021. 

Karen Smythe, Falls Creek Historical Society 
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Southern Tasmania Ski Association 
The closure of National Parks 
in Tasmania in late March, 
because of the COVID-19 
pandemic, caused 
postponement of preparatory 
work at the Mawson ski field 
by the Southern Tasmania Ski 
Association (STSA). Even after 
the parks were re-opened in 
May, travel distance 
restrictions excluded park 
access for many for an 
extended period and Mt Field 
was out of range for 
Hobartians. The STSA 
prepared a COVID-19 safe plan 
for tow and patrol operations.  

Despite frequent 
meteorological forecasts for 
snow down to low altitudes, 
decent depths on the ski fields 
failed to materialise and the 
tows did not operate. 

Even the cold snap that managed to cause heavy enough snow falls to close all roads between the 
north and south of the state did not really help the skiers on weekends. Regular rain was the main 
destroyer. For a short period, until reversed, a bureaucratic decision, apparently linking Ski Patrol 
insurance only to actual ski tow operation, meant that day-trippers trying out some of the drifts had 
limited access to first aid. Overall, despite lack of access to skiable snow, Tasmania has been a 
lucky place to be over recent months and we wish all our colleagues well. 
 
Michael Wadsley, Ski Club of Tasmania 

National Alpine Museum Australia – Mt Buller 
We have not been idle during this strange year.  

The museum was unable to open to the public due to the coronavirus. Whilst this was disappointing, 
we have used this as an opportunity to undertake some new projects and progress others that have 
been ongoing. 

We were happy to welcome three new members to the Board – Katie Balfe, Stuart Worn and Ron 
Edwards. All have strong links to all things alpine. Katie and Stuart’s more youthful energy is adding 
to Michelle’s and enlivening the rest of us. This renewal is part of our succession plan to bring in 
younger members and keep NAMA vital, relevant and sustainable. 

Katie’s experience is in marketing, communication and 
strategy and she has a strong interest in alpine museums. 
Katie has led a team to revitalise the NAMA brand which 
will be launched over the summer. We have a new logo 
(see right) and colour palette which we will be using 
across a range of applications. 

Stuart’s skills are in public relations, strategic planning and policy and he works across a range of 
sectors. Stuart led our lease renewal negotiations which resulted in an agreed expansion to the 

The new Mt Mawson Day Shelter from the North. The STSA and Ski Patrol have 
moved into the building. 
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museum exhibition and collection 
storage space. The works have 
been delayed due to the pandemic 
but we are hopeful that they will 
be undertaken over the summer 
with fit-out done in time for the 
season opening in June 2021. 
They will result in a greatly 
improved visitor experience and a 
better designed work area for 
collection management.  

We also welcomed a 
representative from the local 
community, Ron Edwards, who will 
greatly assist with our community 
liaison. 

Our treasurer, Steve Thompson, is 
stepping down from this position 
but will continue to remain on the 
Board. He will be focussing on 
cataloguing our film archive and 
preparing material for the new 
exhibitions for the museum re-
launch in June 2021. 

In addition to these larger 
strategic projects, work continues 
on our core collections work. This year we have catalogued and uploaded over 8,000 items to eHive; 
making over 16,000 items in the collection accessible and searchable on eHive and Trove. We have 
also been undertaking some contemporary collecting looking at the impact of the coronavirus on 
Australian skiers and the ski industry. 

 
Admiring the view while taking the dog for a walk (ski) in the park, Melbourne, 30 March 2020 
Source: NAMA Collection  
 
Historic Film Search 
NAMA is looking for historic films relating to our alpine heritage. They have put out this call 
before but it is important to shake the tree every now and then in the hope a forgotten gem falls 
into our hands.  

NAMA’s film historian, Steve Thompson, has been a museum committee member for over 20 
years and a professional cinematographer for over 40 years. Steve’s extensive industry 
experience is being utilised to restore old films of our skiing and alpine history. The museum has 
invested in new hardware and software to enable some of the restoration process to be done in-
house.  

Old telecine systems were basically a film projector pointed at a TV camera and could only record a 
portion of the information stored in the film image. These were a low-resolution copy of the film, 
stored on analogue videotape, including all the scratches and dirt. In recent years vast 
improvements have been made in digital film technology and these advances have now allowed us 
to capture all the information a film emulsion has to offer. The technology has also become far more 
affordable and NAMA is currently re-scanning much of its collection to take advantage of this cost 
reduction and the significant technical improvements that come with it. They are now fully restoring 
their library to HD TV resolution standards whilst also being able to remove much of the dirt and 
scratches in the process.  
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NAMA is offering to digitally restore worthwhile motion picture films (35mm, 16mm or 8mm) 
relating to alpine heritage in exchange for the rights to store and publicly exhibit these films and 
offer them for research and commercial purposes. Donors will receive a fully restored digital copy of 
their films. They would also offer to preserve and store the original films if the donor wishes. NAMA 
will supply a donor form that fully explains each parties’ obligations.  

Video tape movies 
A tip for those clubs that have their 
ski races, social events or history 
recorded and stored on video tapes. 
Regardless of whether it’s a 
broadcast level master tape or just 
a collection of video8 or VHS, video 
tapes of all complexions are now 
reaching their use by date. The 
adhesives that bind the magnetic 
oxide to the tape backing are 
breaking down with age. We 
strongly advise that now is the time 
to get your old videos transferred to 
digital media. It is not a complex 
task to digitise these movies and 
“video to digital” converters can be 
purchased on eBay for as little as 
$20.  

 

If AASHA could put out a call to their broader membership and associated clubs to peek into the 
darkest corners of their attics and garages, hopefully a celluloid gem may be uncovered. As recently 
as this September the daughter of one of our ski pioneers uncovered four cans of 16mm film, so 
fingers crossed for some more exciting visual history discoveries.  

For more information, please contact Steve Thompson at NAMA on info@nama.org.au.  

Genevieve Fahey, NAMA Mt Buller 

Ski Museums of the World 2019 
An International Ski History Association (ISHA) guide to ski museums and collections in 22 countries 
around the world by John. B. Allen. 

Of the 130 nations that belong to the Fédération Internationale de Ski (FIS), 22 have established 
museums focusing on the history of skiing. Some are entirely devoted to skiing; some are part of a 
small, local museum; others are simply one section within a broader collection of folk material; and 
a few private collections are listed. The dozens of ski museums and libraries in this list are not all of 
a kind—but for skiers and snowboarders interested in the rich heritage of what we now call 
“snowsports,” any would merit a visit. 

Skis were on public view as early as 1655, but the first dedicated ski museum was founded in 
Norway in 1923 and is now in its 96th year, still remaining in the same area at Holmenkollen, 
bordering Oslo’s own skiing grounds, the Nordmarka. But the huge majority of museums are post-
World War II creations, many initiated by individuals like Theodor Hüttenegger in Mürzzuschlag, 
Austria, and Gilbert Merlin in Grenoble, France. In the United States, many ski museums were 
started by individuals but then, in an effort to raise money, transformed into Halls of Fame. 
American museums are all private ventures, although a few may receive some government funding 
at the local, regional or national level. 

   Stock image 
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Ski heritage and its preservation rely heavily on specialized libraries, many of them an integral part 
of a museum. Others are beholden to an institution of learning, such as the library of the Deutsche 
Sporthochschule, the German Sports University in Cologne. Other leading resources include the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC) and its massive Olympic museum in Lausanne, Switzerland, 
and the FIS, which has sponsored a half-dozen conferences on the history of skiing. 

From amassing “a bunch of old stuff” in the early days, ski museums have made significant progress 
in recent years with computerized collection management and archival treatments of wood and 
cloth, film and photographs, documents and art. The online “digital museum” or “virtual museum” is 
the latest trend, consisting solely of a Website-based collection of images and information. At the 
moment, the two most successful online-only collections are the Austrian Olympic Committee’s 
museum and Luzi Hitz’ and Pierre Schneider’s “Swiss History of Skiing” museum. This sophisticated 
approach requires major financial support. Europeans have to persuade their municipalities, county 
and national governments to send Euros in their direction, while Americans try hard to increase 
membership to finance and improve their museums and libraries. 

Over the past 43 years, I have visited many ski-related museums; for an historian, there is nothing 
like seeing the actual artifacts. Many of the museums have specialized libraries and are invaluable 
for anyone interested in following the old ski tracks. It was a natural project for me to publish a list 
for other interested parties. The list, last updated in 2012, had 119 entries; this new one contains 
160—the latest addition being the archive of the Ski Club of Great Britain that was added to the 
Special Collections of De Montfort University in Leicester in February 2018. There are a further half-
dozen museums waiting in the wings or in storage. 

As ski travellers and students of ski history, I hope you will find it useful. But be warned: Some of 
the information came from websites or e-mail correspondence, information that can easily change. 
It is always wise to contact the museum ahead of a visit, and a requirement for anyone working on 
a research project. 

Allen is an emeritus professor of history at Plymouth State University and the historian for the New 
England Ski Museum both located in New Hampshire, USA. 

Editor’s Note – As the museums are listed alphabetically by country Australian museums are the 
first listed on the publication. 

Snow Australia Medals Recognise Historic Achievements 
When Australia’s first Winter Olympics ski team competed in the Oslo Games in 1952, they 
never expected to be given any medals. Alpine skiers Bob Arnott, Bill “Billy” Day and Barry 
Patten, along with cross-country specialists Bruce Haslingden and Cedric Sloane, had no hope 
of matching the supremely talented competitors from Europe and Scandinavia. True amateurs 
who had to juggle full-time jobs and limited training resources, they had the added 
disadvantage of a six-week sea voyage – which they paid for – to even reach Europe. 

Unsurprisingly, their best result was 17-year-old Billy Day’s relatively undistinguished 50th 
place in the slalom. However, all did their best for their country and now, 68 years later, Snow 
Australia has recognised this by awarding inaugural Snow Australia Medals to all members of 
the team. The new award honours past and retiring snowsports athletes who have represented 
Australia at the highest level. 

(Four skaters were also in the Oslo team, echoing the unique achievement of speed skater 
Kenneth Kennedy, who became the first Australian to wear the green and gold at a Winter 
Olympics when he competed solo at Garmisch-Partenkirchen in 1936.)  

Another four alpine skiers who, along with “veteran” Billy Day and three skaters, represented 
Australia at the 1956 Winter Olympics in Cortina d’Ampezzo, were named as recipients of the 
second tranche of Snow Australia Medals announced soon after the first. They are Tony 
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Aslangul, Frank Prihoda, James “Jimmy” Walker and the first woman to ski for Australia at a 
Winter Games, Christine Davy. 

Despite poor snow which made racing at Cortina extremely dangerous, Day produce the 
Australian ski team’s best result, 35th in the downhill. Christine Davy did not quite match that 
but certainly out-performed the other team members by competing in all three events, with 
creditable placings in each. Meanwhile, just competing at Cortina held special significance for 
Aslangul because he had in fact been selected as a member of the 1952 team but got no 
further than Perth before what was described as “an affair of the heart” prompted him to 
figuratively abandon ship and return to Melbourne. Barry Patten replaced him at the last 
minute. Even earlier, Aslangul had sought accreditation for the 1948 Games but was knocked 
back because at the time, the Australian National Ski Federation was not affiliated with the 
Australian Olympic Committee. However, the issues raised by his application eventually led to 
the ANSF redressing this oversight, thereby finally opening the door to the Winter Olympics for 
Australian skiers.  

Of the nine pioneers awarded the first Snow Australia Medals, three – Bill Day, Frank Prihoda 
and Christine Davy – are still living. Day, now 86, lives on his grazing property near Wagga 
Wagga. He is a triple Winter Olympian, having followed up his Cortina performance with 
selection for the Squaw Valley Games in 1960. Christine Davy, who was also in the Squaw 
Valley team, skied remarkably consistently at those Games to become the first Australian skier 
to break the 30th place barrier. Also 86, she too lives in country New South Wales 
(Bungendore) after a ground-breaking career as a commercial pilot, for which she received an 
MBE in 1970.  

Foundation AASHA member, Frank Prihoda, has never been far from the snow. After a number 
of years in Melbourne, several of them as Victorian Ski Association President, Prihoda moved to 
Thredbo in 1974 and opened a popular gift shop. Still a resident of the resort, and an active 
member of the Thredbo Historical Society, Frank celebrated his 99th birthday in July. He now 
holds a unique position as Australia’s oldest living Olympian. 

Footnote: The most recent tranche of Snow Australia Medal recipients includes much-admired 
AASHA member, Ron Finneran. The sole Australian representative at the inaugural Paralympic 
Winter Games in 1976, Ron was chef de mission of five consecutive Australian Winter 
Paralympic teams. As co-founder of Disabled Wintersport Australia, and its executive director 
for 31 years, he transformed para-alpine skiing in this country. His many awards recognising 
his work as a sports administrator include an Order of Australia Medal in 2004 and inclusion in 
the Sport Australia Hall of Fame in 2005.  

Wendy Cross, Ski Historian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

QUIZ ANSWERS 
Highest mountain in each Australian state and mainland territory: 
ACT – Bimberi Peak, 1912m 
NSW – Mt Kosciuszko, 2228m 
QLD – Bartle Frere Peak, 1622m 
NT – Mt Zeil, 1531m 
SA – Mt Woodroffe, 1435m 
TAS – Mt Ossa, 1617m 
VIC – Mt Bogong, 1986m  
WA – Mt Meharry, 1253m 
 
 
Highest mountain in any Australian territory:  
Mawson Peak, Heard Island, 2745m 


